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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-08
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond did not fail at a pressure
Land Width - 3.1750 mm0  of 6.90 x 107 N/m (10,000 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni ..............
bodline. The bonding rib edge at the
:counts. This can falsely idicate weak
Sectbond when showing unfailed full bond.
No Magnification SOX. Note the presence
Defect of two i tentio al plating stops inthe coverplate material, next to the
bondline, The bonding ri  edge at the
right hand side of the picture shows
evidence of "edge bending" which often
resul.ts in hi., h acoustic emission
counts. This can falsely idicate weak




Summation x 10 - 1 AE .E
1600oo
i----. - Total count was





...! i_-'_ _I.: _ -- : ' --_ ii: '- -- - ::.-. - ... -.. I.  :- -' --:-
1000.
7:: 1: ...: •
600 7 -
400 7 ----
S80 Db. gain and
200----T- 0.1 MHZ filter.
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-07
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.007 in. (0!.1778 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
O 6.2433 0.2458
O 6l.2433 01 2458
) 6.2306 0 ,2453
O 6.2281 0'. 2452




U i 1.3462 0.0530
0) 1.3614 0.0536
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure ofLand Width -3.1750 m.6(
(0.125 in.) 4.69 x 107 N/m2 (6,800 psi)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
Ni " ' < *,£-:' Fai led wea k bndl.
31 .750 
agin i .a c c ion 50X.




(1.00 in.F Ni 'TV; 1P W ,30141,Section of unfa iled
full bond adjacent
R to planned weak
N tri*4~. . bond area.
Magnification 50X.
Ni V X




Summation x 10 - 1  A E
1600 i . T-. .7 :7:. . .... ,"
. Total count was
' : . . .... 5,330 when leak
1400 occurred. Panel
repaired and
... .. - .... : : :, : .:!:. :. failed at 6,800
1200 -- ' .. _i: :i. j i--:i ::I:.: r ai :n :d i::-
1000 . .. .
800 -I I
600 7. i : . :: : -: :i': L:i : :" :-
: j 1 1 1 I -v0i I ...... . ) -. . .... ... 04.
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-20
BASEPLATE
Task II -. Bond Strength MATERIAL: Nicklel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:







© MATERIAL: Electroformed Nickel




PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Lana Width - 3.1750 mm. 4.83 x 7(0.125 in.) 4.83 x I7 N/m 2 (7,000 psi)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC AN4LYSIS:
- ' F j l...r Ful] bond \ar!a. ' J 4.otn
initiat on of bcn,
31.750 mm,, tearing. Magnif'ic t i on
(1.25 in..) 
,F i
N /i JEF Ni
25.400 mm.
(1,00 in.)







Summation x 10 - 1  A E
1600 : . .... !.
, .... .. .. I. ..;. Total count was
. ::' 7,630 when the1400 .--. panel failed'.
1200 ,- 'I: ' ..S.. i i ........
1ZO 0 --?-?::L - : "-i 7 , - -::::' :': :"1000
800. ..
600





. " . T -
400 I00 '~L7~.::~~...i-; - •:-! ':i : : - .... . .- - : :
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 
x 104
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-05 "A"
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.006 in. (0.1524 mm.)
G THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
O 6.1722 0.2430
O 6.1239 0.2411








PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Defect area bulged at a pressure
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. of 1.38 x 107 N/m2 (2,000 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni View of full
', bond area next
31.750 mm. to the planned
(1.25 in.) nonbond defect.
At No failure is
ievident.
200 . Magnification 50x.
F Ni Section from end
25.400 mm. .... of planned nonbond








REPROUCfL OF THE 10
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR-
panel No. N-05"A"
Summation (See Notes) A E
1600
L7 : i Total count was
1400 -e - 28,910 when the
120 -i ~ Cou srt )nonbond bulged.







400 . I ' i
200 7
0 0 I... . .
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o 0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)
HNDT AE .UT
Acoustic emission FLAW LOCATOR
count was platted with CENTER LAND
two multipliers to
show the effect of the
narrow unplanned tack
bond along the left
side of the planned
nonbond, Curve A.
Curve B shows entire
count x 10-2 through





ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-07N
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond did not fail at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 6.90 x 107 N/m.? (10,000 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni-
No OFHCDefect Cu
Section of center land showing full
bond after pressurization. No failure




Summation x 10-1 .AE..
1600 '' "' . .i - . . --": - , "" " --" - - - .- :. - :: - -L -. ". -- -: -- -- : 1 .. - •.. :':
:!: ,:":;, Total count was
=2--- - f"- -'-- 3,190 at the end -.14 00 ... 7!. . l I - ' ::: ' : . ' :, . : :
.400 - - - ... of destructive
1 00 :::' :':i i : " :-. i : I. : : test.
SI ---.-.: i : I _- i1200 ....... 
-.-- .
• I .. I • . Iz-.:I .- :.: '.: :.- .:.!.' -:l:- :-: ...... ::-.. -: -- : :: .:.. : . .- _ .... !-T'"t .. ..... :- . ..
. ... . . ; ' " ' , .. . 1 1 ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :
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: :L~ ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ ::-: "  .i '.' : : ..:I:."':.I..i. .:.: ; " -. i .......
800 ___: .' ' I -. . - -- ::_. --. - -
7 ..: I I . .. . ... . .. . . .
0I - 80 Db. gain and600 -. 7 I00 - 0.1 MHZ filter.
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400 .
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II- I_-I7 I 7
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O4C
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-1 &'
BASEPIATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
6.6294 0.2610O 6.6218 0.2607








PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width.- 3.1750 mm. 2.76 x 107 N/m- (4,000 psi)(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
This p)nnel was not metallurical ~l secti.oned.
-T The process used to produce the weak bond on
31.750 mm. this panel was not used in subsequent panels.
(1,25 in.) See results for panel C-14N, Figure A-7, for





Summation x 10-1 A E1600
.I 0 Total count was
1400 . 10.580 when
I... !: overload occurr-
..... . .ed. Panel fail-
1200 ure followed.




zoo .. ' ' :---' . . ".. ..
- - -+ --- -----.--
.._... .__ -.





. . .. , . .. = . .:. . . .. .
Pressure -N= (PSI)
-.==_ .• .. ..
-5
'5 1
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-i4N
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
'0.005 in. (0.1270 mm.)
STHICKNESS: MM. INCHES
O6.5786 0.2590O 6.6294 0.2610








PRESSURE REQUTRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width -3.1750 mm. 2.55 x 10 7 N/m2 (3,700 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
Section of baseplate
portion of planned
31.750 mm. weak bond. Minor(1.25 in.) / metal disturbance
I6 1 indicates a very
'., . . :/ weak bond. Magn.ifi-
c,, ation 50X. Nickel
, OFHC , .- coverplate bulged
Cu out of view.
25.400 mm.
(1.00 in.) / Section of basepOat,J j portion of planned
full bond next to









Summation x 10-1 A E
1600- .: : : .: :: . : .. .
Total count was
1400 :.... - -I--- 19,620 when the -
4 . panel failed.
12 0 0 ... . : 
:. '".
1000 =[1
,1:: I: I : i' I :.... .. .-. i . .
800 .
400
.U. . . . L, 7.• . i... . .S ... . -.. . .I a . .... .. j: ... ...
14 -, .. -- -- - . ......... . -:--I-: -
0
2 0 0 . .. . . . I 1 .. . ...
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 xd







ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-15N
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
STHICKNESS : MM. INCHES
@ 6.6853 0.2632
( 6.6497 0.2618




(D 1 .4021 0.0552
S 1.5037 0.0592
V ) 1.3995 0.0551
G) 1.4427 0.0568
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND.:-
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.76 x 107 N/m2 (4,000 psi).
(0.125 in.) Bulging started at approximately
2.07 x 107 N/m? (3,000 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
T1 Section of baseplate
31.750 mm. in planned nonbond
(1.25 in.) area. Coverplate







in planned full bond
region next to the
; ~, nonhond. Failure of
- " nonbond propagated
OFHC into this region.
Cu , Magnification 5Ox.
FIGURE A-8
WRODUCIBILITY OF TH 18
QMGrINAL PAGE IS POORI
panel No. C-1 5N I
Summation x 10-1 A E
7 .. ....
1 6 0 0 . .....; , . .L, ......1. ......1  .:  .,,tI I Z F . 1 2Ft7:[ : ..t h. .1600 ;' 7'i:. :' . .. .. . ... ,' .... .... ......
'77: Total count was ~
1i40 :i .. :i .: 13,840 when the1400 - :-----:'- - --- -, .' . . "" :
4 ' • . panel failed. .
1200 ..~~~~........ :": ................ '............... -- ......1200 . : :; - : -. .
1000
.
:71: I .. -.
" I i . . . .
800 -- j, T
, ... . .. ......j .. .t I . . " '-[ ...- ....
600
0i -
.. .. .. ... .. ... . .r " .. . ...: " ' ' '. : : , :' " ' ". .
i . . .
400. . . i .0 0 ( 0( .I .( 6 ( (9.0... 0 )
,_ " I i . ._: 1 . • . ._ _ . ..L - - - - . .
zoIII 1 _____ L': I~~~~''





Prsur - -N/ (SI
CERL D................- .- rl - --





ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-02C
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width 
- 3.1750 mm. 6.38 x 107 N/m . (9,250 psi)(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Cu .. ' Section showing
unfailed full
S- bond after test.
Magnification 50X.
Cu
EF u Section of failed
No full bond after
Def!,. :...-destructive test.





Summation x 10 - 1  A E
1600 1 .. 77V
+ T~.T . . -Total count was




800 --- -rt ...
600
I i80 Db. gain and
400 L,1 MHZ filter.
200 77 "
1L .-- I L - - - - - 0-- -0 It"j -. . -I . .......... .. 
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10






ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-05C
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.004 in. (0.1016 mm.)










© D 1-.2421 0. 0489
( 1.2827 0.0505
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure ofLand Width - 3.1750 m. 1.86 x 107 N/m 2 (2,700 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
S e cin s 1'1"c ain
31750 . ;:: mm. , : z ~ unfailed full bond.




(1 .00 in.) E.FT.
Cu A "',Section of weak
t 7 .-. bond after failure.





Summation x 10-1 A E
....- Total count was
1400 L._i. 1,880 when the -
:--p: .i:i : I .. . . . .... anel failed .
..6 I i ..... :II ' i .. I. . ....
1200
1000 ; i q," : :: .. . , : : : ' "
1'. :j ,. ...
400 -T - 7
200 180 Db. -gain and
- .1 MHZ filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(@000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
-INDT AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR _ ..... ...
CENTER LAND
A .. -. -
Z -4
• " ...; - '-
: . -:-: ,.
... ...== .
j ~-' . : .-T --
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-1OC
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
TG HICKNESS: M. INCHES









Q ( 1.3589 0.0535
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 3.80 x 10 7 N/m2 (5,500 psi)(01125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
-7- EF Cu . " Full bond area of'1..nd sh ow i, no
bond failure.
31.750 r;
.... ? -. ,Magnification 5ox.
(1.25 in.)to
OFHC :- - -,.: . . - -
25.400 mm -/ Cu ,
(1 . 00 in.)r-'
EF .Cu .  Section of weak bond
-: ,, ,~ planned defect. Bond
S- failurc occurred.
Magnifi cation 50X.
OF11 0 _.. ...... ..... 1 -
C" , ... ;..- '.-
FIGURE A-11
Af24
panel No. C-1 OC I
Summation x 10-1 A E
1600> 7I -7-T7-16oo1I- .... I , .. . I:: ., .-..
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-11C
BASEPIATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)








S 1. 3233 0.0521
Q 1.2776 0.0503Q 1.2624 0.0497
G 1.2675 0.0499
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm, 1.04 x 107 N/mg (1,500 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
F I bod r
.- showing no failure
31.750 mm. after test.
(1 .25 in.) Magnification SoX.
+ OFHC . .... j
25.LOo mmr.








Summation x 10-1  A E
1600. " ..... .... -r- ' ... .....- t
-= - Total count was
1400 .-- ... .- 200 when theS.panel failed.
1200 7
1000 -
800 7- -- --- ----- - I
600 ' I I7
. .... ......
iif r _ 80 Db. gain and
zo -- .
0.1 MHZ filter. .
o F
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1d
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)







BRAZED PANEL NO. B-03
BASEPLATE








MATRIAL: 0. SFin St
THICKNESS: MY. INCHES
1.2243 0.0482
2e I 1.2268 0.0483
Failure< 1.2268 0.0483
1,2243 0.0482
Q -PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
2.76 x 107 N/m2 (4,000 psi).Land Width - 3.1750 mmo
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L Full bond showing
SS no failure. Note
small voids in the
braze layer.














Summation x 10 1  A E
1600 ' . : . :.
Total count was
1400 . ..-- --- 1-5,200 when the -
S. :- : braze bond
l..d .failed
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BRAZED PANEL NO. B-07
BASEPLATE
Task TI - Bond Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Wec k Bond





.LTRIA.L: 304L Stainless Steel





PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
3.66 x 107 N/m2 (5,300 psi).
Land i:dth - 3 750 mm Coverplate actually buckled(0.125 in.) without bond failurc.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
examination. The proccess used to produce the
31750 mm eak bond actually reulted in a full braze
(1 25 in.) bond. See Panel B-10, FiF!gre A-1.5, for resu]lt








Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 F, I I ii ~ I, i.L ': 1 i - :- : -
- :. -::1 : , .. Total count was :::i
..1400 - r ; :..I: . 9,620 when the.' .S.1400 weak braze bond
1 -00 ... ..1...- fi ailed. 1
1000 I ...
800
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0 L1 2t
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BRAZED PANEL NO. B-10
BASEPLATE





© 6.6675 0.2625Q .6.6192 0.2606
COVERPLATE
MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel




S% 1.2268 0.0483(D PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
1.28 x 107 N/m2 (1,850 psi).
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L Section showing
SS full bond adjacent
31.750 mm. to the planned
(1.25 in.) weak bond.
2540m Cu Magnification 50X.
25.400 mm.
(1.00 in.) 304L Section from the
/ SS planned weak bond
area showing regions
of poor braze wetting
M of the Stainless
q, coverplate.
Magnification 50X.





Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 7
1400
1200. ,.. ....... I I
.L V: . . .. I . .. ...... . ..lI. . .I ... 
1000
800 . -








... . .Pres sure - N/M 2 (PSI)
(300 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-05
BASEPLATE
Task II - Bond Strength MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Non-bond
THICKNESS: MM, INCHES
01 6.6523 0.2619Q 6.7183 0.2645© 6.6396 0.2614
0 6.6777 0.2629
COVERPLATE
MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel





PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
0.83 x 107 N/m . (1,200 psi).Land Width 3,'1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
3 O14L Section from full
SS bond adjacent to
31.750 mm. the planned non-
(1.25 in.) bond. Some braze
failure was init-
biated.











panel No. B-05 I
Summation x 10 - 1  A E
1600 .
S :lTotal count was.
1400 ,220 when braze
.k started to fail.
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-14
BASEPLATE
T'ask III - Ultrasonic "C" MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Scan - Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:










© 0.5055 0.0199©) 0.5105 0.0201
0G ' 0.5359 0.0211
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not APplicabl.
1 2.700 mm,
(0.50 in.) Slot 3 .Li96 mm. (0.124 in.)
-4- Space 3.2004 mm. (0.126 in.)
12.700 mm: Slot 3.1.750 mm. (0.125 in,)
(0.50 in) Slot 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.)
Space 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.) All slots were
12.700 mm. Slot 1.6510 mm. (0.065 in.) produced by electric(0.50 in.) Slot 0.7620 mm. (0.030 in.) discharge machinin4 Space 0.8890 mm, (0,035 in.) to a depth of
12.700 mm, Slot 0.7620 mm. (0.030 in,) 0.254 mm. (0.010 in.)
(0.50 in. Slot 0.1016 mm. (0.0014 in,)
-- Space 0.1524 mm. (0.006 in.
12.700 mm. Slot 0.1016 mm. (0.004 in.)
(0.50 in.) Slot 0.2032 mm. (0.008 in.)
SSpace 0.71.12 mm. (0.028 in.)
12.700 mm. Slot 0.2032 mm, (0.008 in.)(0.50 in.) Slot 0.3810 mm. (0.015 in.)
S -Space -.0.3302 mm. (0.013 in.)




ULTRASONIC. "C" SCAN STANDARD
PANEL N-14, COVERPLATE THICKNESS 0.5080 mm. (0.020 in.)
PULSE ECHO METHOD PULSE ECHO METHOD THRU-TRANSMISSION METHOD REFLECTOR METHOD
50 W Pulser Re- HRL Pulser Receiver 10 N Pulser Receiver 10 N Pulser Receiver
ceiver
20 MHZ Medium 20 MHZ Medium 10 MHZ Medium 10 MHZ Medium
Focused Transducer Focused Transducer Focused Transducers Focused Transducer
St SO . _g
& MA III
-- 




-I - Is IlI
ss _ _ "• ... . .. . : .
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-15
BASEPLATE
Task III - Ultrasonic "C" MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Scan - nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:











S( ) 0.9728 0.0383
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicable
(0.50 int) Slot 3.1750 mm. (0.125 in,)
Space 3.2004 mm. (0.126 in,)
12.700 mrA. Slot 3.1496 rpm. (0.124 in.)
(0.50 in.) Slot 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.)
Space 1.5748 mm. (0.062 in.) All slots were
12.700 mrm. Slot 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.) produced by electric
(0.50 in.) slot 0.7874 mm. (0.031 in.) discharge machininG:
- Space 0.8128 mm. (0.032 in.) to a depth of
12.700 mm. Slot 0.7874 mm. (0.031. in.) 0.254 mm. (0.010 in.)
(0.50 in ) Slot 0.1016 mm. (0.004 in.)
Space 0.1.524 mm. (0.006 in.)
12.700 mm. Slot 0.1016 mm. (0.004 in.)
(0.50 in,) Slot 0.2286 mm. (0.009 in.)
-- Space 0.3302 mm. (0,013 in.)
12.700 mm. Slot 0.2032 mm. (0.008 in.)
(0.50 in,) Slot 0.4064 mm. (0.016 in.)
4--- Space 0.3810 mm. (0,015 in.)





PANEL N-15, COVERPLATE. THICKNESS 1.0160 mm. (0.040 in.)
PULSE ECHO METHOD* PULSE ECHO METHOD THRU-TRANSMISSION METHOD REFLECTOR METHOD
50 W Pulser Re- HRL Pulser Receiver 10 N Pulser Receiver 10 N Pulser Receiver
ceiver
20 MHZ Medium 20 MHZ Medium 10 MHZ Medium 10 MHZ Medium
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-16
BASEPLATE
Task III - Ultrasonic "C" MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Scan - Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.004 in. (0.1016 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES











Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOCRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicable
(n. in.) Slot 3.1196 mr.. (0.121 in.)
-- Sace 3.2004 mm. (0.126 in.)
12.700 mm. o10t 3.1750 mm. (0.125 in.)(0.50 in.) Sloct 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.)
-- Spe 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.) All slots were
12.700 rm'. Slot 1.6256 mm. (0.064 in.) produced by electric(0.50 in.) Slot 0,7620 mm. (0.030 in.) discharge mnachining
-- _ Space 0.8636 mra. (0.034 in.) to a depth of
12.700 mm. Slot 0.7620 mm. (0.030 in.) 0.254 mm. (0.010 in.)
(0.50 in.) S1 ot 0.10l16 mm. (0. 004 in.)
Space 0.1524 mm. (0.006 in.)
12.700 mm. Slot 0.1016 mm. (0.004 in.)(0.0o in.) Slot 0.1778 mm. (0.007 in.)
- - Sp. ce 0.1778 mm. (0.007 in.)
12.700 im. Slot 0.2032 mm. (0.008 in
.
)
(0.50 in.) Slot 0.3810 mm. (0.015 in.)
f Spnce 0.3302 mm. (0.013 in.)




ULTRASONIC "C" SCAN STANDARD
PANEL N-16, COVERPLATE THICKNESS 1.5240 mm. (0.060 in.)
PULSED ECHO METHOD PULSE ECHO METHOD THRU-TRANSMISSION METHOD REFLECTOR METHOD
50 W Pulser Re- HRL Pulser Receiver 10 N Pulser Receiver 10 N Pulser Receiver
ceiver
20 MHZ Medium 20 MHZ Medium 10 MHZ Medium 10 MHZ Medium
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-17
BASEPIATE
'Jllk 11T - Ultrasonic "C" MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Scan Pressure Response 












C 0 o.5385 0.0212
Land Width - 3,1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicab>&
12 00 ( mo contact w 'ith the clctr'orrp Cd r ! .! "covr n.
(C.50 in.) 2 areas 1.5748 mm. long x 1.2700 mm, wide
12- (0.062 in.) (0.050 in.)12.700 mm.
(0.50 in,) Area 1.5748 mm. long x f land width(0.062 in.)12700 mrm.(0.50 i,, ) Area 3.1750 mm. long x land width
-2- 0 (0.125 in.)12.7C) m.
(0.50 in ) Area 6.3500 mm. lorg x , land width
(0.250 in.)12,700 mm.
(0.50 in ) Area .1.5748 mm. lon x land width
--- (0.062 in.)12.700 mm,
(0.50 in,) Area 3.1750 pm, long x land width




ULTRASONIC PRESSURE STUDY - PANEL N-17
COVERPLATE THICKNESS 0.5334 mm. (0.021 in.)
PULSE ECHO METHOD
2.07 MN/m.2  3.11 MN/m.2  3.11 MN/m. 2 0 MN/m. 2
(300 PSI). (450 PSI) (450 PSI) (0 PSI)
4 .
- g ,
Low Gain Low Gain
Only the long defect (with respect to land edge) showed response to pressure.
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-2 5
BASEPLATE
Task 1111 - Holography Stress MATERIAL: Nickel. 200
Method - Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)








(O 1.4249 0.0561© 1.4732 0.0580
© 1.5189 0.0598
_(9 1.5418 0. 0607
Iand Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METAIOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Ap~.licabl.
12,700 nm,
(0.50 in Slot 0.7874 mm. long x , land width
12.700 mm. (0.031 in.)(0.5o in.) ( _Slot 1 .5748 mm. long x : land width
12.700 (0.062 in.)12.700 rin;
(0.50 in. , . Hole 3.1750 mrm. lonfg x 1.5?178 mm. in land center
12 (0.125 in.) (0.062 in,)
(0.50 in.) All slots wereSlot 0.7874 mm. long x land width produced by
12.700 mm. (0.031 in.) electric dis-
(0.50 in.) charge machin-
Slot 1.5748 mm. lorn, x land width ing to a depth
12.700 mm' (0.062 in.) of 0.254 mm.
(0.50 in.) (0.010 in.)
-_ Slot 3.1750 mm. long x land width




TASK III - HOLOGRAPHIC STANDARD PRESSURE STUDY: N-25
.059" ELECTROFORM NICKEL COVERPLATE
8.62x10 5 N/M 2  12.07x105 N/IM 2
(125 PSI) (175 PSI)
Ji
15.5x1o 5 N/A 2  31.ox105 N/M 2
(225 PsI) (450 PsI)
145
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-26
BASEPIATE
Task III - Holography Stress MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Method 
- Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
O THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
O 6.1773 0.2432
O 6.1722 0.2/130O 6.1671 0.2428








Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicable
12,.700 11. Sl ot 0.787 rm, og x -- lnnd vidth
(0.50 in.) (0.031 in.)
12.700 mm.
(0.50 in.) Slot 1.578 mm. long x .land width4-- (0.062 in.)
12.700 mm.
(0.50 in.) Hole 3.1750 mm. long x 1.5748 mm. in land center(0.125 in.) (0.062 in.)
12.700 mm.
(0.50 in.) Slot 0.7874 mm. long x land width All slots were
4_3 0 (0.031 in.) produced by
12.700 m(0 electric dis-
(0.50 in.) Slot 1.5748 mm. long x land wid th charge machin-
(0.062 in.) ing to a depth
12.700 min, of 0.254 mm.
(0.50 in) Slot 3.1750 mm. long x land width (0.010 in.)




TASK III - HOLOGRAPHIC STANDARD PRESSURE STUDY: N-26
.020" ELECTROFORM NICKEL COVERPLATE
11 F
I
3. 45xO05  2  1 5 N/
(50 PSl) 17.25xlo N/
(250 PSI)
24.2x10 5 N/M 2  31.Ox10D N/ N2
(350 PSI) 47 (450 PSI)
Lii
ELECTROFORMIED PANEL NO. N-12
BASEPIATE
Task III - Holography Bond MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Strength - Full CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
Bond 0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
G THICKNESS: MM. INCHES









I,and Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)





TASK III - HOLOGRAPHY BOND STRENGTH STUDY
N-12 Full N-12 Full
it
31.0x105 NI 2  63.8x105 N/M2
(450 PSI) (925 PSI)
N-18 Weak N-18 Weak
tV-
C)
37.9xlo5 N/M2  96.6x]o5 N/M2
(550 PSI) (1400 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-18
BASEPLATE
Task III - Holography Bond MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Strength - Weak CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:













Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicable
25.400 mm.
(1.00 in.)
I Defect 3.1750 mm. wide x - land width
S (0.125 in.)
12.700 mrnrn
(0.50 in. Defect 6.3500 mm. wide x , land width
"12.700 mm (0.250 in.)
12.700 mm.
(0.50 in.) Defect 3.1750 mm. wide x land width
- Z (0.125 in.)
12.700 mm.






TASK III - HOLOGRAPHIC STANDARD PRESSURE STUDY: N-18
.059" ELECTROFORM NICKEL COVERPLATE
12.1xlo5 N/ 2  15.5xlO5 N/M
2
(175 PSI) (225 PSI)
19.OxO10 5 N/M2  50.0x 0 5 NI/M
2
(275 PST) 5 (725 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-22
BASEPLATE
'Tauk III - Holography Bond MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Strength -Weak CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONt
Bond 0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
THICKNESS: PMM. IN, CHES
O 6.1773 0.2432
O 6.1798 0.2433
G 6.1 570 0. 23?








land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Appli.cable
25.,00 mm'.
(1.00 in.)
Defect 3.1750 mm. 16ng x A land width
- - (0.125 i .)
12.700 mm.
(0.50 in.,) Defect 6.3500 mm. 1ong x 1 land width
"'- (0.250 in.)
12,700 mm.
(0.50 in.) Defect 3.1750 mm. long x land width
-1 : (0.125 in.)
12.700 mm.






TASK III - HOLOGRAPHY BOND STRENGTH STUDY N-22
17.25x105 N/ 2  2L.2x105 N/N 2




31.0ox10 5 N/ 2  96.6x105 N/N 2
(450 PsI) 53 (1400 PSI)
ELECTROFORMIED PANEL NO. N-23
BASEPLATE
Tansk I I - Holography Flaw MATERIAL: Nicke] 200
Size - Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:




O 6.301 7 0. 2h81






©I) 1. 4656 0.057'
( 9 1.3792 0.05 3
Land Width - 3.1.750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Appli cab] l
31.750 mm.
(1 .2 5 in.)
25.-00 mm. Pltarred flaw
(1.00 in.) i land iide
(Produced by electricI discharge machining
to a depth of 0.2540
mm. or 0.010 in.)
FIGURE B-10
54
TASK III HOLOGRAPHY FLAW SIZE STUDY N-23
10.4xlo 5 N/VI2  17.25x105 N/M2
(150 PSI) (?5 0 PSI)
M0 AAj
2.2xlO N/M2  1. Ox10 N/M2
(350 PSI) 55 o(0 Psi
ELECTROFORED PANEL NO. N-24
BASEPLATE
lTask I-iI - Hol.oraphy Flaw MATERIAL: Nickel. 200
Size - Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
0 6.2281. 0. 2452
' 6.2078 0. 2444








4 G 1 .4351 0.0565
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. MIETAILOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not An]ienhabl
38.1000 mmr
(1.50 in.)
I P]anned flaw , land wide
(produced bV~ electric discharge
12.700 mm machining to a depth of
(0.50 in. 0.2540 mm. or 0.010 in.)
FIGURE B-11
56
TA T - HOLOGRAPHY FLAW SIZE STUDY N-24
C) 4
Q
50 PSI 250 PSI94
i
350 PSI 450 PSI
57
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-10
BASEPLATE
Task III - Acoustic Emission MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Bond Strength - CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:


















Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 . . .-
.I .. . . .. l . . . ... ... ..
Total count was . .








400 ....... .. ..::
200 ... -
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
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ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-44
BASEPLATE
laflk I I - Accu,tic Emision MATERIAL: Njic'Kel 2.00
Pond Strength - CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
Weak Bond 0.0005 in. (0.0127 mm.)
G THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
o 6,.3114l 0.21486
O 6.3170 0.2487







3 1.4-681 0.057801.4681 0.0578
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0(125 in.)












_______ HOV0r WLi 
_f_______
In 7 UN






q v p.-[ e 
-1i~ '.I :,-.
.. ..... 7 7jjjj1j:2 .t , -I ..... 0 0 9
4001
f- I
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-45
BASEPLATE
Task III - Acoustic Emission MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Bond Strength - CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
Weak Bond 0.0015 in. (0.0381 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHESO 6.2738 0.2470
O 6.2763 0.2471





© ) 0.8484 0.0334
0.8204 0.0323
* (0 0.8712 0.0343
Lahd Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)










Summation x 10-1 AE
1600
:Total count was
S . 1 4 , 8 20 when the
1400 panel failed at





S .. .i ...... f. .:: .I . ......I I
800
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)




press. 20.7x 105 N/M 6
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-27
BASEPT-'AT E
'lk TW ] - Ac;nu:t ie Emission MATERIAL: Nice] 3 200
Nonbond Study CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.002 in. (0.0_508 mm.)
O THICKNESS: nM. .INCIHES
O6~3551 0.2 02
Q@ 6. 31-7 r o. 211 S)90 6.3 "  0.21,99







CENTER JANDID DEFECT METALLOG APHIC ANALYSIS: ot Ap, I
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TIM
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
Pl :nnod flaw -.-land wide
1.-700 mm (produced ly electr.c i .chare






Summation x 10- AE
1600 -4s
1600 -. I.. - .::-Total count was -













0 69 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10







-: ....... . . .. """ ; -:" . . .. T-"t-:-- :'. 1 -..... .|-.': .. .. I" " ' :: : " J ::/
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-28 "A"
BASEPIATE
Task III - Acoustic Emission MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Nonbond Study CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
G THICKNESS: PIM. INCHES





TH ICKNESS: MM. INCHES(D 1.0643 0.0419
Q 1.0719 0.0422
v ) 0.9881 0.0389




CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicable
Tr
25.400 mm.
(1.00 in.)I Planned flaw 6.3500 mm. long x - land width
± (0.25 in.)
(Produced by electric dischatge machining
to a depth of 0.2540 mm. or 0.010 in.)
FIGURE B-16
66
Panel No. N-28A ]
Summation x 10-1 AE
160 0 : . . .j::: . . .. :
16_ .. T otal count was
1400 .
22 at 68.91400 : i MN/m (10,000
:oo: " - :.. ..- 
i . . .. i....
1200 - i" -: i -
1000
..-- -.- ... .. " ..........
600
400I . - .
200 1[-_7I t
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 
6201 6890 x1






ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-43
BASEPLATE
Task III - Acoustic Emission MATERIALs Nickel 200
Flaw Location CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.006 in. (0.1524 mm.)











o ) ' 1.3132 0.0517
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS: Not Applicable
38.100 mm.
(1.50 in.)
- Weak bond defect is
12.700 m) width of land.(0.50 in )
FIGURE B-17
68
panel No. N-43 j
-1 AE
Summation x 10
1600 .. " c n
I: .. -::::- Total count was
SI I I ' ... 8,360 at 68.9
1400 2:I MN/m (1.0,000
PSI).
1200I I







2  ... . .I .. • -' , . , : .
S. I . '
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10






ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-11 "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.0015 in. (0-.0381 mm.)
STHICKNESS: MM. INCHES
0 6.1976 0.2440






Bond ( 0.9957 0.0392
Failure O 1.0058 0.0396
Area ~) 0.9525 0.0375
0 ( 1.0033 0.0395
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. Bonds failed at a pressure of
(0.125 in.) 6.9 x 107 N/m2 (10,000 psi).
Failure occurred at ends of Lands
1 and 2.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
r EF Ni f; Section from lowerS,,, . end of first land






EF Ni Section from lower








Panel No. N-11A -1
Summation x 10 A E
1600 - ,T 7T:7
--- Total count was
NDT Destructive Test 70,000 when the1400 -
S. .I anel failed.
1200 .. I ....I
1000 -
800 ' ' .: : . : '
600I
". .. .. . .. . . . . ... . i .
400
........ ...... . ... . ...
200 .. . -....
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1d
0 (1000) (200) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)




Press. - 20.7 x 10 N/M7
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-29
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION
'0.0015 in. (0.0381 mm.)











G ( 1.0008 0.0394
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel exhibited slight bulging atLand Width - 3,1750 mm.
(0.125 in.) 6.90 x 107 N/m2 (10,000 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni : , ' Section of the
Splanned full
S'::.: . '. bond adjacent
.. .". .. " , No failure.
Ni. Magnification
200 50X.
6.350 mm EF Ni.... The planned
S. :i,: weak bond fail-(0.25 in.) ;'' . '..... ,: ed as shown.




25.400 mm. 0 o 5
(1.00 in.)
FIGURE C-2
RBERODUCIBILITY OF THI 72
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR
panel No. N-29 I
Summation x 10-1 A E
1600: .. 1 ..  . i::
Total count was
1400 7,020 when the
.:; .. - panel failed.
1200 -
1000 - NDT iDestructive Test 
I d
600 j ji
I *I r - . . . --.. 4 . : --- ]
0 ,' .. 
. .14 . [ • .". . 7 ., .
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
4
0 (1000) (200 (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)($000) (9000(10 000)
... -.. ;-..
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
.
/ 
... . ... ..
ri-'.: IT ..  . :: ,i" *. -: .i .. ;-.::.:. :ii.
5
Press. 13. 8 x .10 N/M 73
(200 PSI)
.. ... ,Ate "E A E . .:. U 5 .. !-L : :" " - '... ...t '. . ... " ; --i
.. ......
L A LOC 
.... - .. 
. --- ' 
.... .. 
. ........  .. .... .. - -
:. . : I . ..
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N -30
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 6.9 x 7 N/m (10,000 psi)(0.125 in.) 6.90 x i0 N/mT (10,000 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni F Area of slight visabl ~
bulge after pressuriz-
Flaw width ation. Weak bond has
is - land failed. Magnification
width . 50.
4 EF N.i Section showing full(02700 mn) bond unfailed.
(050 in Manification 50X.
25.400'mm. ", ."





Summation x 101 AE
1600 :7 I".1 : . . -V=
S...Total count was
:.0 ).-I ' ."i 1,010 when the _
1400 panel failed.
.. . 2 ..1200 777 :1 NDT Destructive Test A
1000




40-, -- . --- .- -.. . . .
400 4 - - -t7-T'.
200
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x1
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. - 20.7 x 10 N/M 75
(300 PSI)(300 PSl)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-38
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
6.2814 0.2473










PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure ofLand Width - 3.1750 inm. 3.93 x 10o N/m. (5,700 psi)
(0.12 5 in.)




6.350 mm. Ni 20
(0.25 in.) 200
Section showing lower end of planned
nonbond. Note failure of tack-bond
intentionally produced at the termination
of the defect. This held the nonbond in




Panel No. N-38 i
Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 ' :: : :: . .
.. .. .  . .. ' , . ..: .t i: '.i _ .: i ., . . , ..
7= T-I 'TT Total count was
.1400 . _- 11,560 when the800.... -I . - : .:: ::: -:: I panel failed. I
1200 Ij
NDT Destructive Test - i:  :i: iC T LA..i... , " .
1000
6 0 0 --------
S• ,"Pressure -i N/M2 (PSI)
.- , .CENTER LAND :
Press. - 13.8 x 10-5 N/M2 77
(220 PSI)
8N D 0A te 0E ... -- ... .---- - :....-- - - -+ -- .. ". ... ...
:::: ~~L A :;::i .- I:.. . - !  .. i-- T ... t...:' : : " :: :: : -
.. . ' -, : l- : ] - . .- ct :; .. .L _ L - - -:- k .--: - -I .. . .. .. - - -- ,_--- .-IT
: :::: -! :: ' : : I : : ' - : L A _: -i :l: : : !. :- : :i .  - '-
': : : :.... '--- 
LL--- T: l  
...: ]:_ ' ]:/ -.L!- -L ::-L:-J{ --:r:L -*.I T L{: "'-- -]
600 ~
.... 1. - ?- '.- .. .. .. I ...... -,- I t ... ... , .
":- :,'. 'i = • i : I-,. ! " -' ' ' .. .[ "'] .:: L L :LL _I L.: '.:-- I.- ::..- .. t ... . --'
--: . ... : : " " .: I , - ; - | : - 1 :. . : :-.I ..£ . .. .. . r--
p e s 1 ...... . N/M . .. .... r. • . ,.. .. . .. .
..... ! -P" . . ., S,.. . ....: ' I.I_)L . . . --
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-31
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.004 in. (0.1016 mm.)








0 0.9474 0.0373O 1.0008 0.0394
v 0.9881 0.0389
() 1-.0693 0.0421
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure ofLand Width - 3.1750 mm. 7 N
(0.125 in.) 5.87 x 10 N/m. (8,500 psi)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
-F Ni. -.- , .i. Full bond ectji n.
25. 400 'mm. ! ,.. ,''.. . Note tack-bond ing
mm.o :on land edge.(1.00 in.) !, ";i; .( k1)&j Failure appeared




EF Ni Weak bond section.
, , ,Bond fail ure was
S~ ii initiated at edge







Summation x 10-1 A E
.s : . ., 7........-.1600 F : 7- . .
. .r Total count was ::
S2, 080 when the
io:0 .4...<. :,j: .. panel failed.
1000....... . -.......
800 1600 " -:- - - --'- 
- - .
NDT Destructive Test
• : ' i-- : " ":l : " I.... :. .. Ui: . : 1: : :.
400 I I -- ~
0 -. ,- : ::-T::: -I-- -..
600 -- --:
0 _11 j: -I -Destrutive Tes t :
o 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (After AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. 20.7 x 105. N/M 
79
(300 PSI)9" (300 PS.I)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-32
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.0015 in. (0'.0381 mm.)
//THICKNESS: MM. INCHES







( 0.9754 0.0384O D 0.9550 0.0376
0 0.9576 0.0377o Q 0.9982 0.0393
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel withstood a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 6.9 x 107 N/mi (10,000 psi).
(0.125 in.) 6.9 x 10 N/m. (10,000 psi).Channel buckling was initiated.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni *'Fu*ll bond section.
, ...:,..,'. ., .Some failure was






L E.F Ni . Planned defect area.
.: No bond failure is
Flaw Width \ indicated. Some
is land: intermittent failure
width '"-,a  may have occurred.
SMagnification 50X.
Ni
i 200 - . .
FIGURE C-6
80
Panel No. N-32 [
Summation x 10- 1  AE
1600oo ... . . . . 1 .
7. Total count was
1400 L-- - i..i 3,220 when the
.... . destructive test
;; : was completed.
1:7o
800 7
... . i. - I ". .








7NDT (After AE) AE UT
-4
s ure ess 207x N/M 81(PSI
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-39
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIALs Nickel 200
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
STHICKNESS : MM. INCHES
Q 6.2788 0.2472








PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. Bond failed at a pressure of
(0.125 in.) 1 .66 x 107 N/m2 (2,400 psi)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
r EF '. " '" ... " . ..... . "'v bond
EF N' Full bond section.
25.400 mm. ; No failure is noted.
(1.00 in.) , Magnification 50X.
12.700 mm. Ni
(0.50 in.) 20Q ,
EF N i Nonbond planned
defect. Layer above
, . II.. nonbond is initial
Selectrodeposit
which was followed by
. ..' \- a plating stop.
Ni '~\ Magnification 50X.
200 . Some very weak bonding






Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 ": 7 -- , - r, ,- , 7 -17 7
.... '.. : I . : Total count was iil
S:. : :' out of scale
1400 when the panel ::
i. : . . .il - :destructive test
10 i1 was completed.
1200 .
1000 - 771 -
800
7 -7 T 7. . .7;..
: - .. .
-
.-l i _ _
600 .
• - -- - r- --: I J-
NDT .Destructive Test I7 7.---
400 .. .. 7W
200414 L'
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10000)
pressure -N/M2 (PSI)
.HNDT (Before AE) AE . UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
press. - 5.ZxO N/ M  ,83
(75 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-09 "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIALs Nickel 200
ness - Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs






COVERPLATE0 ©MATERIAL: Electroformed Nickel
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
() 0.7-595 0.0299Q 0.7087 0.0279
O 0.7036 0.0277Q 0.6502 0.0256
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.31 x 107 N/m (7,700 psi).
(0.125 in.)





Section showing full Section showing cover-
bond area. No bond fail- plate failure in the
ure occurred. Panel area of Land 3 and next
failed by rupture of to the area shown in the
the coverplate. photo to the left,








1600 T-7 i 7 i. I T, " , :' ......I .
...... :: --l: Total count was
1400 . ........ off scale due to
.. . ... coverplate
10 : lamination.
.800 . .... -......
6 0 ......... .... ... .
400
! PLitL[ -j± 1
0 :J. :- .-- L
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1(04
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND ...
Press. 13. 8 x 105 /M. 85
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-33
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: Nickel 200
ness - Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONt











( ) 0.7061 0.0278
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failurd occurred dt pressure
Land Width - 3,1750 mm. of 4;62 x 107 N/m2 (6,700 psi)'.(0.125 in.) Bond failure was intermittent.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni - Section of full.
25.400 mm. bond adjacent to the(1.00 in.) /planned weak bond.
Magnification 50X.
12.700 mm Ni(0.50 in" 200










Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 I . : : : , .
1400 . 'i Total count was
!1 1  off scale wheni i: ::::::the panel weak
1200 .area failed.
1 0. ... 
. . . - -.. .. I .
1000
, -- --.- . . . . . ..-. . ...-.
800 . --i i I
- , I .i - ."
600I : :
400 .-. :--
I. NDT Destructive Test
200 .' -. t
OiF.7 7ii: .
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 104
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)





Press. - 13.8x 10 N/M 87(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-34 "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: Nickel 200
ness - Weak B d CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.42 x 107 N/m? (3 500 psi)
(0.125 in.) 3,500 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Section showing
25.400 mm, planned weak bond




12.700 mn, Ni cant metal disturb-
(0.50 in 200 7 ance, Magnification
50X.












Summation x 10 A E1600 17' J. ,. I ::P * :g
-:t:::-..... T otal count was
1400 ... ' 60,000 when the
S . :: ._'* panel failed.
1200 ....... ................
800
600 7-7 7: -77-..
400 . .
200 77'----- 7-a-
0 t o.. ., .... -
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)




press. 6.9 x 105 N/M 2  89
(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-40 "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIALs Nickel 200
ness - Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:0,0085 in. (0.2159 mm.)
0 THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
S5'.9665 0.2349
5.9639 0.2348O 6.0884 0.2397o 6.0401 0.2378
COVERPLATE
MATERIAL: Electroformed Nickel
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES( 017518 0.0296
( 01 7341 0; 02890 0.6248 0.0246o 0.7442 0.0293
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure ofLand Width- 3.1750 mm. 2.42 x 107 N/m. (3,500 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Full bond region
25.400 mm. next to the planned
(1.00 in.) nonbond. No bond
.00n. / / ; failure evident,
Ni A Magnification 50X.
12.700 200
(0.50 in-.)









Panel No. N-40('A" I
Summation x 10- AE '
1600 1. . . .. .. : .
STotal count was
1400 ., 27,460 when the
panel failed.
1200.
. .1 I r-1" ' i " ... ...
1000
"::::7';- ~ ~ ~ ~ --- I ....... .. :. . .. :I .;?'.---
NDT ::Destructive Test I .800:: . -- . . .
600 i:::.:.i1:. .' .; .
.:-:-: " . . .i . . I. :
S40 0 . . . .r .. .... . . .. .
zoo 
....
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)




press. 4.1 x 10 N/M4. .1 ..10 N/M
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-21
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIALs Nickel 200
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
THICKNESSs MM. INCHES( 6.2499 0.2459
n 6.2078 0.2444




o. 0 9119 0.0359
Q .9804 0.0386
Sv 0.9881 0. 0389
(1' .0008 0.0394
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure ofLad Width 3(0.1725 in.) 5.52 x 107 N/m 2 (8,000 psi).
Note that lower strength EF Nickel
was used on this panel.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni
No 2. .
Defect Ni200 • .
Section of full bond showing somefailure occurring at the edge of




Summation x 10"1 AE
. ..
. . ..i Total count was
1400 ... .. --- 5,560 when the







0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x1(
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. - 13. 8 x 105 N/M2
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-36
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: Nickel OO
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.004 in. (0.1016 mm.)
@ THICKNESSs MM. INCHES
( 6.2052 0.2443
( 6.1951 0.2439O 6.2332 0.2454




O . 0O'.9525 0.03750 0.9449 0.0372
O v) 0.9093 0.0358
0 0.9627 0.0379
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.76 x 107 N/m? (4,000 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
W EF Ni .i, Weak bond se-tion.
Left edge of phoo25.400 mm. Vja-shows termination
(1.00 in.) of weak bond.
+- . Magnification 50X.
12.700 mm / -(0.50 in.) 200 " .
EF Ni Section showing
,next to planned




Panel No. N-36 I
Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 .... . - :
1400. .
Total count was
0 . H 123,340 when the
1200 panel failed.






.. .... . . .1000
800 NDT Destructive Test
17:T: 1D
600 - . ...-
S- I- .. .: [ ....
4007
2002
0-- : . - - --- -
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M2 (PSI)




Press. 20.7 x 10 5 N/M 95
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-37
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND,
Land Width -3.1750 mm. Bond failed at a pressure of
.(0.125 in.) 2.21 x 107 N/m. (3,200 psi)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni ,, . , Full bond area.
25.400 mm. il Magnification
(1.00 i n . ) 5 0p 'X.
12.700 mm. Ni
(0.50 in.) 200
.F Ni: , Planned weak
" '' " bond. Right
'i~ side of photo
shows weak bond
termination.
" -"- .- - "-- - M agn if icat ion
Ni j" 50X.




Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 T
Total count was
1400 ---- 18,300 when the
..00 7 { i . panel failed.





7 _: 71... .. ..
200 7
0 -- A
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(800C0) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)




Press. 6.9 x 10 N/M 2  97
(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-41 "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:











v v 0.8763 0.0345
) 0.8712 0.0343
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width 
- 3.1750 mm. 1.59 x 107 N/m2 (2,300 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
S FF Ni ;" .' Full bond section
25.400 mm. ... next to the planned
nonbond..defect.
(1.00•in.)., ,. Magnification 50X.
12.700 mm. J *
(0.50 in.) Ni
EF Ni "~''. "Section from the









Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 . :::: :iI,:i I: I: .
, : . Total count was
1400 - i . i.34670 when the
1400 -- .panel failed.
, " 1 I ,: I t: . : P i .
1200 . --- " . - . . ." v,




NDT*- Destructive Test -- ----
800 ......




800 _ -j"--- --1 -' ...
Pressure N/M (psi)
... CENTER LAND
press. 6. : . . : .. ...
..0 :~T • . ..... _ .L- .. i._. _- -~. _ _ _ • ._ ' :! _z._ ,: "-L-- 
!" .. :.. .""600 ~ ~ ~ ' ; ,::if . , . I- :! i::- : ~:: . i-.:~:- t.- =:--: ;ii .:i i
' . .- 1 . . .. .. ' - ; - . I - . : .. . .. . : - i ' - .
... I " -.. . . ' i ;' / "_- , ; i. .. 1 .. . .' -'t ' . . i '' . . .L-L L .
4 0 - -. =-.-r - -- :- --6 7 .---..- 3-- *'- . .... "-2 5 1 .. ... :d -: ... .'. . . " . . ..
. -..... . '.00 (3 ..... l-- 00 (5 03 ..... (70 j( 0 0 .... r I... : --. ,....,.... -
........ e su r 1 I ... .. . ... . ... . . .- . . 1 : -=-/ M .:. ., _.-.I) . . .... . .
H N00 ......... A -" ... U . . .. -T:.-.:z.- .. . . . .. .. . .
.. . .. .. .. ..... . .. .. .. .. L C T .. . .... ..
-- :- .;. a ., . " .. :..: -: Ei R .. L ".' . . Ii-: . , .. . . . .' . . .,.. . . .. . .
__ .. _ ,In, _ ,. . .. $ _ _ ., . . . . .:: - . :-4 . =.... : ....... .... -- :
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-13
BASEPLATE
ask IV - Surface Flatness MATERIALs Nickel 200
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs










Area of ( 0.7442 0.0293
Failure " 3 0.9017 0.0355Q 0.6325 0.0249
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.11 x 107 N/m 2 (7,400 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Failure occurred




EF Nickel over the
,i channel near Land
Ni 1. Magnification
200 ' 50X.
Defect EF Ni Section of full
bond at bottom end








Summation x 10 AE
1600 7. _[ :1:7:
-.-. - 'Total count was
1400 ... _ 22,100 when the
Spanel failed
1000 -. . , .
.NDT Destructive Test . .
800 --. '- ..---
600
4400
-4• ----. - .- --
200 7F: -7I
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)





Press. - 20.7 x 10 N/M 101(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-46
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Surface Flatness MATERIALs Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
THICKNESS: -IM. INCHES
anel 6.2636 0.2466
(Failed ir 6.2382 0.2456




S 0.8941 0.03520 0.9042 0.0356
( 0.7391 0.0291
S1.0389 0.0409
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure ofLand Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.87 x 107 N/m . (8,500 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
S EF Ni Section from the
25.400 mm, planned weak bond
(1.00 in.) showing progress
of failure.
Magnification 50X.
12.700 mm.(1.00 in Ni 0 ":L 2007 .-j, i.: "'" '"- 4
EF Ni Section of the
full bond from
Land 3 illustrat-










Summation x 10 AE
1600 . 7 .
1400 ' T otal count was
1400 48 ,570 when the
panel failed.
"' I .. . .. i i .. . .. .] . . :: I .i -






600 .- -I:: ,.:: 1 : i-:1 :::.. 1 :1 . .4 .. . Ii.. ..... ! . ....




0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x ld
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(1q 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)




Press. laDv05 N/M 1-03
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-42
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Surface Flatness MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.005 in. (0.1270 mm.)
_ THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
6.2662 0.2467








PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.42 x 107 N/m. (3,500 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
Snr EF Ni Full bond area next
25.400 mm. to planned nonbond.
(1.00 in.) No bond failure is
/ ' -- evident.
Ni . . ~. Magnification 50X.
12,.700 mm. 200,- " \
(D.50 in.)
L ~ F Ni Planned nonbond
section showing the
bondline separation
with lack of metal
disturbance.
N 0)-ji\'L\ 4  Magnification 50X.
FIGURE C-18
104
Panel No. N-42 I
Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 7. 1 7 Ir ~- .:: .. i: : i
.. ".... 
-- Total count was
1400 . '8,170 when the -
- . " Ipanel failed.
1200 ....




. .- : : ....




0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
W CENTER LANDI!
press. 6.9 x 105 N/M2 05
(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-56
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Narrow Land Width MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.0025 in. (0.0635 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
01 6.2128 0.2446
Very Fine © 6.2814 0.2473
Pinhole 60
Leak @ 6.2738 0.2170
Noted in 6.2154 0.2447
Acoustic
Em i s s ion C OVERPLATE
' est MATERIAL: Electroformed Nickel
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
0 1.0033 0.0395S 0.9449 0.0372
0 0.9627 0.0379
@ 1.0312 0.0406
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Not destructively tested. PanelLand Width - 1.5748 mm0
(0.062 in.) was fabricated to demonstrate NDE
response on narrower lands only.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLURGICAL ANALYSIS: Not Required.
A low pressure pinhole type leak was noted
in Panel N-56 during acoustic emission test.
Although this condition can be effectively
repaired, the results were shown as experienced
for informational purposes. Panel N-55, an
identical panel except for slightly thicker
coverplate, was similarly tested by acoustic
emission and the results plotted for the
comparison shown on Page 107. Panel N-55
No exhibited no leaks. Note the flaw locator




Summation x 19 -  A E
1600 IT ' Iii
1400 iifH 0 jiT !: I
12i ' :i'l' Curve A- Panel '
1200 !N-56. Shows the
4 - effect of a pin-
.1 T! r: hole leak on AE
.. .' ... .r results. I
1000 -7 41
800 7 .'
400 'V 1I - FT TN I-9j : It4 N55. AE results Vi .,.,200 i r t
-4 0- -Curve B- Panl
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1O
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)Pressure - N/M 2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR ,
CENTER LAND -
Press. 20.7 x 102 N/M( 107
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-57
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Narrow Land Width MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.0.03 in. (0.0762 mm. ),
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
O 6.2433 0.2458
S 6.2408 0.2457O 6.2484 0.2460
6.2357 0.2455
COVERPLATE






PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Not destructively tested. Panel
Land Width - 1.5748 mm. was fabricated to demonstrate NDE
(0.062 mm.) response on narrower lands only.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLURGICAL ANALYSIS: Not Required.
T Planned weak bond was actually a nonbond
25.400 mm. as disclosed by ultrasonic "C" scan and
(1.00 in.) holography. The low pressure acoustic
response did not show the high count normal






Sumniation x 10-1 ..A E
1600 :: i  1 " i
1400
, o ! ... t i r 1 , , ., ,,.
T ' .'' I. .
... 600 . : .. i
80 ":estruct-ve Test
t T --I.i :
4i
,-4.C E T RL . .A-
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x io0
4JjLI
Press. 3.45 x 1o N/Mi 109
- (50 PsI)
(50 PSI).
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. N-58
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Narrow Land Width MATERIAL: Nickel 200
Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Not destructively tested. Panel
Land Width - 1.5748 mm. was fabricated to demonstrate NDE
(0.062 in.) response on narrower-lands only.








Summation x 10-  A E
1600l
1400 t
rI: ' TI i I F





i 4 i i i
,1 * 1- Tb f 2
Press. 13.8 x 1.0 N/M.  146
(200 PSI)
CNE L i itJ-4-
mitI
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-08N "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
Panel Bulged
in This Area THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
i' - 6.0757 0.2392
0 6.0579 0.2385




Panel THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
Bulged & 0.9550 0.0376




PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failure occurred at a pressurie
Land Width - 3.1750 mm of 4.62 x 107 N/m (6,700 psi).
(0.125 in.) 
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:




10FHC ' ' K,
Cu ,.,
No
NoDefect F Ni Area of planned full




7". -77'-. =,;-5. 7 .".:.





Summation .x 10-1 A E
1600 ' i T
Total count was 100,000 when the
1400 --- panel faile. The high final count
wa due to tear.in of OFHC Copper
on the center Innd during bond
1200 faiire,. The nickel covrpl.ate
ruTtured next to tho 1.eft land.r
The high initi.al AE count was due
... to a small pinhole leak which was1000 . . .
not detected until part of the AE
test was performed. The AE results
800 are invnlid, but they were reported
ton vrow frl :iw nv1 n'or' rcsr n"e to the
: 1 98 nd , t-.ion,
600
4 " .A . ....
0 .'. I i .. ... ...- : : .i
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10L
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M (PSI)






Press 34 5 x 105 N/M 2  113
(500 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-28N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:










SI ) 0.9525 0.0375
O 0.9601 0.0378
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failad at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.18 x 10/ N/m? (7,500 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
PF Ni Section of full b:c
25.400 mm. area adjacent to the




EF Ni Section of planned
weak bond. Preparat-
ion of specimen
removed most of the






Summation x 10"1 AE
1600 
Total count was1400--.--... 1400 .5,070 when the
-- p..anel failed.
120 0 . .....-- ' .... .-- - - : .f .
800
600
400 - . .
.. .. . .... .. .. . . ... . - .. .. 
. . .... .....
zoo 7 77:7 - -1 7
... .. . i . 1 7 - i - ' ' " : .
0 -7,
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
115preiss.( 23.8 x 10 N/M
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-29N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)










Q (D 1.0160 0.0400O PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.52 x 107 N/me (8,000 psi)
(0.12 5 in.)





Width Section of planned land width weak bond.
Weak bond, showing failure, appears reversed
due to .the direction of viewing. The full




Panel No. C-29N 1
-1
Summation x 10 AE
1600 - 1'- , . . ....
.,Total count was
1400 8-- u--~--- --- -- --... ,640 when the
Sbond failed.
1200 I




1000 , . ..
---. 
-
NDT Des truc tive Te st
00 7 "T
0 .. . . . . I I
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 '512 6201 6890 x 104
0 (ooo) (Z000 (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)($000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
. . . i I .:..
Press. - 13. 8 x 10 N/M
12 o...
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-30N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Non-bondNCENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width 
- 3.1750 mm. 2.28 x 107 N/m 2 (3,300 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Section shliow i
25.400 mm. termination of
(1.00 in.) nonbond as plan-
ap ned. Magnificat-i_... ion 5ox.
OFHC J
6.350 mm C









Summation x 10 .A..E
1600 7 .....
Total count was
1400 7- .... 2,000 when the :7
panel failed.
600I I-.






0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x1C
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATORS4CENTER LAND
PRESS. -6. 9 x 105 N/M 119
(100 PST)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-32N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:











0 ( 09296 0.0366
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.76 x 107 N/m. (4,000 psi)
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
1EF Ni Planned full bod
25.400 mm, adjacent to the











Panel No. C-32N J
Sumnmation x 10 AE
1600 F-7 . . ...
. . _ " F . ... .
10 ... .l:l Total count was
1400 ri i=r-.- * --.- 2,950 when theI /I 1 : panel failed.





- DT :Destructive Test
400 - t. I...... .
200
0 4__
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 104
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (500) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Pra,--L 8 x 10 N/M 121
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-33N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.0005 in. (0.0127 mm.)










( ) 0.8814 0.0347
( 0.9144 0.0360
PRESSURE REQUIIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width 
- 3.1750 mm. 5.18 x 107 N/m" (7,500 psi).(0.125 in.) 10
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF N Fu.] bcnd r:wr .
25.400 mm. next to planned
(1.00 in.) weak bond. View
- . appears reversed
due to viewing
direction.
OF.C ,- u "..." Magnification 0Sox.
25.400 mm'. Cu
(1.00 in.
FF Ni Planned weak bond
showing bond
fail!ure. Section
Flaw width appears reversed
is 4 land . due to direction
width o " f viewing.
Magnificaton 50X.FHC ," ......... -
FTGURE C-27
122
Panel No. C-33N I
Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 *i: : ; :i
' i'':'Total count was
1400 -4-:.., 41890 when the
:: ':: :panel failed.
1200 1.i 1 & i .& .. " :::I.:..'- "
: ::-': 1.7...- ":
1000 .. : .::. - -: . :. . : .
800 .. I I
600 ...
NDT ADestructive Test .....
400 - J
-:zoo: . ----200 -:.._ __.. -- I .:
0 - aS . : --- . .- -.-
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M z (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
.:: - ... .
12352
Press. - 20.7 x 10 N/M
(50 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-34N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Non.-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.0025 in. (0.0635 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
( 6.4846 0.2553O 6.4821 0.2552








v ) 1.0084 0.0397
0 0.9296 0.0366
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
3.11 x 107 N/m? (4,500 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
F N Section r, vc:..inrl
P5.400 separation of tho
5.4-00 m. planned non1bonid.(1.00 in.) ._ Some ful.l bond
- <. ::failed beyond the
OF-C -, ., : end of the ncnbond,
12.700 mm.,. ..- Magnification 50X.
(0.50 in.) -.








Summation x 101 A E
1600 7:: :1
Total count was












0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)




press. 3.45 x 10 N/M 5
(50 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-09N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.002 in. (0.0508 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
@ 6.6726 0.2627
O•P o) 6.6751 0.2628





) 0.6833 0.0269© 0.7671 0.0302
Q () o 0.6807 0.0268
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 3.45 x 107 N/m? (5,000 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF T' N FuI (-rd f ' il. IIre
section from top




EF Ni Full bond area.
which did not
fail. Magnificat-





Summation x 101 AE
1600 r : -. -- :F .-
S: Total count was
1400 '5,420 when the







400 ' ' . . .. " : . ....400 NDT Destructive Test
. 1 1 . i..- i • .7=- -,. ...
200 ----- -.- ...
0 7--- .'--4 7- ..--  .....- .. I
:: - :: - " .I i I : :I : -: ! : - ×"--
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)




5 2 127Press. - 20.7 x 10 N/M
(300 PST)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-35N "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Cbverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
'0.0025 in. (0.0635 mm.)
@ THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
0 6.5100 0.2563O 6.5227 0.2568






v 0 0.6401 0.0252
( 0.5918 0.0233
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FATI, BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of(0.125 in.) 2.42 x 107 N/m2 (3,500 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:Y EF Ni Planned full bond
25.400 mm, showing no fail-














Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 ' T
Total count was
1400 ;. off scale for1400the AE multiplier
when failure
1200 - - occurred.
1000 7- -- .I
.. I I
800 ... .
T. --... --- -
600 i ..
400 .... i' ----
.. .. . . . . .. . .
1: 1 .. . . .. ..
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M2 (PSI)





ress. 6. 9 x 105 N/M 2  129
(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-36N "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.006 in. (0.1524 mm.)
STHICKNESS: MM. INCHES
( 6.3551 0.2502








0 0.7239 0.0285(D 0.7391 0.0291
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure ofLand Width -in.170 m 1.86 x 107 N/m . (2,700 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Section showing
failure in the25.400 mm. planned weak
(1.00 in.) bond.4 0FHC , , Magnification 50X.
Cu " '
12.700 mm. C .
(0.50 in. EF Ni Section of plann-
ed full bond in
area next to the
- weak bond.
-F C Magnification 50X.
OFHC
EF Ni EF Ni Area of panel
failure at Land
3. Note that the
thin coverplate





Panel No. C- 3 6 N
Summation x 101 A E
1600 ' I .jIjIEI'iEI
,- . T .otal c unt was
140 off scale for the-
1400 NDT* Destructive Test lier
v *1 AE multiplier
S-w I hen failure
. . - .: .) ... ._ '-: _ . _ occurred--.
1200 .... .. 7-7 * . ....
' i........-...... ................. t".......... . .' ..
oro !--7-600 " . ... .i .. :.
_ .. " .j .L41.. !...... 4 ..-.-.-- [ ..
400 -dL
.. : .. , ... . ..
200 ...
-o . .-6---- .. . - - -.. L - .. . .
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1&
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)($000) (900C)(14 000)
Pressure 
- N/M (PSI)
1-INDT (Before AE) AE UT
, -. ... .. . . ) ----
itt
Press. 10. 4 x 10 N/M . 131 .
(150 PSI)
C) ,i
press 10. x 1 5 N/ z  13
(150j SI ) ' t
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-37N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIALs OFHC Copper
ness - Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONt
0.0035 in. (0.0889 mm.)












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 1.86 x 107 N/m (2,700 psi).
(0.12.5 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Section showing nonbond
400 mm. separation. Magnificat-
(1.00 in.) ion 50Xo
oi. -OFHC ' i.::
12.700 mm. . W.O"FH
(0.50 in.) Cu
EF Ni . Section showing full
bond adjacent to the
_planned nonbond.
- <,- Magnification 50X.
OFHC *-i ;6 " Ke;'4
FIGURE C-32
132
Panel No. C-37N I
Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 ' I
Total count was
1400. 1,870 when the
10 .. panel failed.





200 . . .. 1
7--
0i- . . -....--. :: " 7:. : " :- - :" -- r: .. - .:;. _.__ j
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000),(5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M2 (PSI)




Press. -3.45 x 10 N/M
(50 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-06N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Full Bond . CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:











S0.9296 0.0366o (D 1'.0439 0.0411
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel did no$ fail at a pressureLand Width - 3.1750 mm. of 6.90 x 10' N/m? (10,000 psi).
(0.125 in.) Slight coverplate deformation at
the channels occurred.










Summation x 101 A E
1600 7' : - :- : .
II . . Total count was
1400 ..... 2,260 when the
I destructive test
0 L -I.; was complete.
600[ NDT Destructive Test




"HNDT (Before_ AE) AE UT
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-38N
BASEPIATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs









) 0. 9347 0.0368
0 0.9855 0.0388
0 0.8915 0.0351
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 3.45 x 107 N/m? (5,000 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
T "EF Ni Section of plarned
25.400 mm, weak bond showing






EF Ni .. Section showing full
bond from region
just below the weak
bond after destruct-
ive test.




Panel No. C-38N I
Summation x 10- AE
1600 . :: : 7 I . V Y, . . . , ., •.
1400 .otal count was
1t4007,060 when the
•-I - -' .. . .. panel failed.:
i z o o -. ___ 1 1, -.- - .
-. 
o i. . . .. . I .i P.. i . . ..... . .!.
000
S00 ' ' : :
600 . ....
40i0' --- ;--'rsr NM iPS.I .
.. ..." . . '..
NDT' Destructive Test
200 -. . .- - . ..
0 689 1378 2067 Z756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (Z000 (3000) (4000) (500) (6000) (7000)($000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M (PSI)





press. 13.8 x 10 N/M 2 137.
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C -39N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:.
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.52 x 107 N/m2 (8,000 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni ,'" ' ' Planned weak
bond section.
25.400 mm. Disturbance of
(1.00 in.) _OFHC copper
indicates a
stronger bond
12.700 mm. Owi than planned,
.50 in Magnification
o Cu 50X





I - M'- 50X.
OFHC




Summation x 10- AE
1600 .. 777.... :
-- -T Total count was
1400 - -- :; i 8, 510 when the
1 panel failed.
i " ' _ I
.200 _L:.iL:_-:.:...: T:,$ Ij7 I'..... ....... . ..
100
800 ' ' - "' .-- -
NDT Destructive Test
600 .. ........ . ..
400 7
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)




, . . ..... . ... .. ..... .
Press. - 20.7 x 10 N/M
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-03N
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strehgth MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.35 x 107 N/m. (3,400 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Ni Section showing the
25.400 mm .  planned nonbond sop-
'(1.00 in,) . aration after destruct-
ive test. Magnification4 ~50X, Very slight metal
/ disturbance indicates
12.700 mm. OFHC 0 some ,tack" bonding
(0.50 in-.) Cu was present.
EF Ni View of full bond area








Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 .. 
7rn:. r- -- r- i-- -7 Total count was
1400 .. 3,870 when the
...... ':: i - .+..! panel failed.





0 NDTI estructTve Test
2002
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)




Press. 6.9x 10 N/M(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-O1C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:













PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.52 x 107 N/m2 (8,000 psi),
(0.125 in.) Failure was by manifold buckling.
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Cu
" , .1... ' " "
No OFHC
Defect CU,
Section of the full. bond in Land 2.
Note that failure has just begun to






1600 ' Ti . -
Total count was
1400 : : . i . .1400 ---- 3,600 when the
panel failed.
1200
-. : -::. I :, II I.'
.I - :-- -... "' . K ... - :- - " -'




400 -. .. -- .
2000 Db. gain and
0- 7 t no filter.
600- ---. ----- L , I. - - .
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)




Press. 20.7x 105 N/M 2  143(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-16C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:




Panel O 6.6929 0.2635







V @ 1.2675 0.0499
S 1.2624 0.0497
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 3.52 x 107 N/m2 (5,100 psi).
(0.125 in-)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Cu Planned weak bond
failure'. Note the
failure as occurr-




(0.25 in.) EF Cu Area of full bond
._ . adjacent to the








Summation x 10 1 A E
1600 :1 . : . . .
0 ToOtal count was
771400l.,. 60,000 when the :.
panel failed.
l .::": I- . :;: l -.--. - :::!- I.. .. .a . .. . : = =
1200 - .. I
. .. . . .. ; -
1000 .
7.. . ..... . .. : , , - I . . _ . _i . .
800
D: T Destructive Test
600......L 
I
- - --..... .. -- 7--. : I .-
.400 . .- L I" ... -. -----i- 1 -:.: : : --.i -
200 F" -- -. . . . ... ' '




0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
4
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Refore AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
press. 13 8 x 105 N/M2 145
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-17C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond C NTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.005 in. (0.1270 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
O 6.4262 0.2530( 6.4110 0.2524






0 1. 2370 0.0487
0O 1. 2954 0. 0510
O 1 .2979 0.0511
o * 1.1862 0,.0467
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.62 x 107 N/m2 (3,800 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
00 full bond running
(1'00 in.) parallel to theplanned weak bond.
_. ! Magnification 50X.
12.700 mm. OFHC
(0.50 in.) Cu
EF Cu 1 Section showing
Flaw width failure occurring
is land in the planned





Panel No. C-17C I
Summation x 10-1 AE
1600 . . . . .. .
. .. . . •. . . . . . ......
1400 - Total count was
33,000 when the
S . .I : panel failed.
I 0 .. .I . .
800 7 i i
: : :! .: . -. : - : - .-:- .. - . ::
600 i I .. 7. : -.
4007
NDT- Destructive Test I- I
. . - .. .. ;....... •. . . . .".. .. .
S, . no filter. ._
• :1. - V 2K:-:. . -"I .. .:'.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)($000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M (PSI)




Press. 20. 7 x 10 N/M
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-18C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Non-bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
'c.o001 in. (0.0254 mm.)










in'This Q 1.2751 0.0502
Area 1.3157 0-.0518
o * 1.2675 0.0499
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 1.31 x 107 N/m (1,900 psi).(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Cu g Nonbond flaw area
25.400 mm. showing slight(1. 0 in ..) ..'. ....(1.00 in.) , ' disturbance but
• ~ q _ '<J' J no failure.
SOFHC WJ, - -: Magnification
Cu 1 0X.
EF Cu Planned full bond
.350 mm. with no evidence













Summation x 10- 1 A E
1600 . , . .
1400 - I---. Total count was
17,210 when theSpanel failed.
1200 - : - I
600 - N Destructive Test
.. ' 7: : - . 1- . 7,.
. ... .. .
... .
200 S90 Db. gain and
Sno filter.
0 (1000)(2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10,000)












ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-19C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.004 in. (0.1016 mm. )
G THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
Slight 6.5532 0.2580
Bulging - 6.5507 0.2579Notedin Thes 6.5913 0.2595









PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
1.24 x 107 N/m2 (1,800 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
El Cui. Section through the
25.400 mm. 
_ planned weak bond.
(1.00 in.) Note separation as
occurring between
the initial copper
deposit layer and12.700 mm. O subsequent build-up.(0.50 in.) OFHC Magnification 10OX.A: Cu
EF Cu & .
. Section showing the








Summation x 101 A E. ... -- ---,. . -
1 6 0 0 "j... ' -  . - . -- -"
• " "
1400 ------ - Total count was
: 28,000 when the







9 ............. .-....... . :6 .. .,7: - :-. , , : .
200 90 Db. gain and
no filter.
x
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (After AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
press. 27.6 x 105 N/M2 151
(400 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-20C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.002 in. (0o0508 mm.)
G THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
Panel 0 6.6040 0.2600
Showed-- - 6.6396 0.261
Bulging
in These .. 6.6243 0.2608






S 1,. 2471 0.0491
) 1,.2954 0. 0510
© 1.3081 0.0515
S 1.2979 0.0511
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
1'.31 x 107 N/m. (1,900 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
;F Cu :, Section of the
25.400 mm. . ' planned weak






EF Cu "Y Section of the
planned full.
bond adjacent
Flaw width to the weakFlaw width Sbond.is - land %






Panel No. C-20C |
Summation x 10- AE
1600 . : ; : : . .
, I .; v . : ... ,, ,.: . .. . , ' " 1 21 " . . ..I .I ....
S. Total count was
1400 -i--- --- .. off scale when
I . : i the panel failed.I-:
1200 _: . .
1000 1 :
... ___ __ __. it' .. 1.----- ;:_:800 - F -
_.600. -... i.iL. .I
400 .
NDT : Destructive Test
200 4 .. . 90 Db. gain and
S- no filter.
0
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (After AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
press. 27.6 x 10 N/M 2
(400 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-21C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.006 in. (0.1524 mm.)
0 THICKNESSs MM. INCHES
( 6.3119 0.2485




P THICKNESS: MM. INCHESPanel
4--Bulged ir ( 1.2929 0.0509
This Are 1.2852 0.0506
S1.3030 0.0513
G 1.2700 0.0500
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure ofLand Width - 3.1750 mm 1.79 x 2
(0.125 in.) 1.79 x o N/m. (2,600 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
7 EF Cu . Section from the
25 ................. lanned full bond
15.400m ... area showing no
(10 n. .. '.. ,. failure after the
destructive test.
SMagnification 100X.
OFHC12.700 mm Cu(0.50 in.
EF Cu ,-.- Section from the
planned nonbond.




. . the appearance of
a full or weak
bond and shows no





Summation x 10-  A E
1600 - :: ;I :. ::;.--o+' : t +  / - ...
T..otal count was
1400 13.500 when the
. i :. ip ianel failed.
1200 7 -
S. . . ............
1000
i . 1 . .h i --- '+-: "
600 - - t'-vi-fhu-~-i000 ................... . . -- --- : : -:- -
400 7-
.NDT Destructive Test
.. .0 Db. gain and
j no filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
4
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (After AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
H'" - I CENTER LAND
..... . ..
Press. 6. 9 x 10 N/M 155
(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-04C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.002 in. (0.0508 mm'.)










h  ' 0.7772 0.0306
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 2.42 x 107 N/m.- (3,500 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF Cu Section of full bond
. . which did not fail.
•i .~. ~., ... - Note start of failurE
at edge of land.






Panel No. C-4C I
Summation x 10-1 A E
1600. .. .
. ..... , Total count was
1400 I-- 188 when the
Si . ;.. panel failed.
1200 [t . i.. -
o o o .. -.... ,. 1 .: 1 :. .:-1000.
8 0 ....., ,. . I . .--
800 . : . II I
600
" I. ..I I .. . .. - . . - , ;'
400 iI . - : :
1 T Destructive Test
200 90 Db gain andL- It7 77 ,no filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 104
0 (1000)(2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)




Press. 20.7 x 10 N/M
(300 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO, C-22C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.0015 in. (0.0381 mm.)
Panel Bulged












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. Panel failed at a pressure of
(0.125 in.) 0.97 x 107 N/m? (1,400 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
(0 i EF Cu Section showing














Summation x 10-1 A E
1600 :.7 .. ... ..- i y: 7•_
-. I-...l-i .. .T " . .. Total count was
1400 . 49,000 when the
Si ::i i:. panel failed.
, . ., . . :, :1..........
1200 . : " , :.. .
..00 : - ~. , .. ... 
-74 -
800 I
i . - I
600 -- --
400- :. .'.-.. . .
NDT :Destructive Test-'
200 1.90 Db. gain and
S -7.7. no filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)
HNDT (After AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. 6.9 x 105 N/M 159
(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-23C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.0025 in. (0.0635 mm.)











PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 1.59 x 107 N/m2 (2,300 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:





# '-$ Sat too low a press-
ure to fail bond.
OFHC MgVgnification 50X.Cu
EF Cu Section of planned
SYfull bond on Land
t 3 adjacent to the
-'7 -m' Land 2 weak bond.








Summation x 10 AE
1600 .T
Total count was
1400 ---l i---. 10,000 when the





600 - : :"
NDT Destructive Test no filter.
S."!.,f.. .... "
00zoo - - ----..0
S- -I
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(@00C) (9000)(10,.000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)




Press. 6 .9 x 10 N/M 1(PSI)
(100 PSI)(100 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-24C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)












PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Land Width 3.1750 mm. Panel failed at a pressure of
(0.125 in.) 0.76 x 107 N/m . (1,100 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
EF . Full bond area
,I next to planned
25.400 mm. K; nonbond. Note
(1.00 in.) 
- initiation of
• ~k .2 failure at land
12.700 mO edge. Magnificat-
12.700 m OFHC --- 
ion 0X 
-
(0.50 in ) cu










Summation x 10 "1 A E
1600 -.-- I r .... ,
' : :!' Total count was '
1400 1 -.. ,140 when the
ii0 .:: i: panel failed.
. ... 
I - - .i.,- 4 . .
100077
800 -:. :  :
600 -I i k4
-400 I.. I
no filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
4
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000)(5000)(6000) (7000)($000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)





Press. 3.45 x 10 N/M
(50 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED' PANEL NO, C-12C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate StrengtY MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
Full Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES










This Area 1.1811 0.0465
' 0 1.1760 0.0463
S1.2294 0.0484
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Lan Width -3.1750 mm. Panel failed-at a pressure of
(0.125 in.) 3.80 x 107 N/m . (5,500 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:




i-,p* ~of failure initiat-
- ion. Magnification
OFHC ;50x.
Cu 4~ laN ;
No Cu








Summation x 10- A E
1600 . . . I 1i-
.. I . . ... * I .1..
..... Total count was




NDT ' Destructive Test600
.-"TT:.-: . :I - - -I. ... ......
400 --. ..... . - ----
.. - . : -:.::: . .- . ---- - . ... .-
200 . -
90 Db. gain and
7'.1:no filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x104
0 (1000) (zooo2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000) -
Pressure- N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
pr -. 13 8x 10 N/8Mi1 165
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-25C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: DFHC Copper
Weak Bond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATIONs
0.003 in. (0.0762 mm.)
O THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
( 6.1570 0.2424
6.1468 0.2420




Panel THICKNESS: MM. INCHES




PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Land idth - 3.1750 mm. Panel failed at a pressure of
(0.125 in.) 3.93 x 107 N/m2 (5,700 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
7 r EF Cu ." r , ' :: .. " ,',. ' ' ,' ," r,. '',5F '' Section from planned25 i"". , r " ,~. weak bond indicates
25.400 mm. ' "" "" : . .. a 'bn c
,. .. .,(1.00 in.) .'., e ,..9p a full bond actually(1.00 n.) . ---




.) EF Cu'a'tol Panel failed in lower




on one side of the








-1 AESummation x 10
1600.. . T
--.-. .... .. Total count was
1400 - . i ...... 970 when the
- I panel coverplate
1000 ... ....-- - --
I : : i I i : : .. :2 2 i : : :.2. . . '
800 -
, ..F • : i i -
600
Destructive Test
400 S~ :.0 Db gain and
i.... . , - - , - " NDT 7
.. T .. no filter.
200
: - - .- . . ::.. : . - ji- ' .- !
.. I . .. . . .. i
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
4
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10,000)
Pressure -N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
5 2 i.67Press. 13. 8 x 10 N/M
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-26C "A"
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIAL: OFHC Copper




- ailed in . 6.0706 0.2390









PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. 5.18 x 107 N/mi (7,500 psi).
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT.. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
T EF Cu Because of a large
W"" unplanned nonbond
25.400 mm.* noted on the original
(1.0 in.) panel, the baseplate
was machined to re.
m OFHC move the old cover,.
12.700 mm. Cu The baseplate had(050 in C burrs from the machin
-, From Center Land ing which were not
.- 
completely removed by
EF Cu pickling'. When the
and .0F new coverplate was
OFHC fabricated, the burrs
Cu failed under pressure
Burr -and gave the false
conception of a weak
bond. The planned wea
From Failed Land 3 bond did not fail nor





Panel No.C-26C " "
-;1
Summation x 10 A E
1600 - . .' ..
Total count was
1400 ........ 80,000 when the
panel failed,
1200 -
t , .. . ..... I .. ... . *
1000
800 : - I
600 I ff .... ---7i 77- 7
600 ..
NDT Destructive Test
t-'-. • . • I • . .-7 7 7 .1.i - - -. - --: -::- --:-:-l... i --
200 00 .. 90 Db. gain and
t - no filter.
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure- N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
5 0 169press. 13. 8 x 105 N/M
(200 PSI)
ELECTROFORMED PANEL NO. C-27C
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Strength MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Nonbond CENTER LAND FLATNESS VARIATION:
0.001 in. (0.0254 mm.)
THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
Slight 6.4160 0.2526
Bulge in 6.4110 0.2524









. (Q 1.2954 0.0510
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
Lan Width - 3.1750 mm. (1,600 psi).
(0.125 in.) 1.10 x 107 N/m (,600 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT. METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
. .EF Su . . ection of an
25.400 mm. unplanned weak
(1.00 in.) bond at the top
manifold end of$)S ' ~Land 3. Lack of
s, metal disturb-
12.700 mm ~ OFHC ance indicates
(0.50 in.) Cu very weak bond.
-- Magnification 50X.
EF Cu S o th eS.- ", Section of the
S....'.. planned nonbond.
. -' : Metal disturbance
, indicates some
tack bonding had
OFHC - " occurred.




Summation x 10-1 A E
1600
. .: , . :: .. ., . ... I.,, I,- ::. :
Total count was
1400 :- - 82,000 when the -,4oo -wf- 1-K--i-7
panel failed.
1200
12 00 _ .... : .... 2 .:.. -.... _ !.22 _.. . 1_£..-, 2 .222._ _ _ i .;il.- .; :* ._ ,..
800 - i
400 --- 77_ :
200: i t
NDT :Des-tructive Test ---:.. 90 Db. gain and
Fno filter.
0 z r'
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M (PSI)




Press. 13.8 x 10 N/M
(200 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-04
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIALs OFHC Copper
Full Bond
THICKNESS: - MM, INCHES





MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel





PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bond failed at a pressure of
3.73 x 107 N/m2 (5,400 psi).Lan Width - 3'.1750 mm.
.(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L Planned full bond





04L Area of planned
No SS full bond next to
Defect bond failure after
destructive test.
Magnification 50X.





Summation x 10- AE
1600 -T: ......
I Total count was
1400 i 16,800 when the
00 .-- braze bond
1200 --
. .. . . .. . . . . . . ..-
1000 -i
8001 .. . '..l
600
NDT0- Destructive Test. I-.
400 !- - : L-
zo .7--80 Db. gain and
O 0.1 MHZ filter.
O - -i - -_-t- i-'' ---- 1--- 6216- x0
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 1
0 (1000)(2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)




Press. - 13. 8 x 10 N/M 1
(200 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-18
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Standard Flaw Area MATERIAL OFHC Copper
Weak Bond






MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel




PRSSR R 1.2243 0.0482
Q PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Braze failed at a pressure of
2.90 x 107 N/m. (4,200 psi).Land Width 
- 3.1750 mml.
.(0.125 ixi.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L * Full braze bond
SS near the planned
25.400 mm. weak bond. Voids
(1'.00 in.) in braze indicate
r some metal failure
in destructive
OFHC . test Magnification
Cu 50X.
6.350 mm. 304L * Complete bondline
SS separation occurr-











Summation x 10 A E










0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(14 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. 13.8 x 10 N/M' 175
(200 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-16
BASEPLATE




0 6.7031 0.26390 6*.7005 0.2638( 6.6827 0.2631
COVERPLATE
MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel
( 0 THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
1 1!.2243 0.0482
Area of 2 1.2243 0.0482
Buckling 3) 1.2243 0.0482
Failure
. 1.2217 0.0481
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Braze failed at a pressure of
2.83 x 107 N/m2 (4,100 psi).
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L . Planned weak
SS bond with
25.400 mm. intermittent
(1.00 in.) braze joints.Note slight
OFHC separation.
Cu .,. -. Magnification
12.700 mm. . 50X.
(0.50 in.j 304L "Full bond area
SS next to planne
Flaw width weak bond.
isd hland OFH Magnificationwidth Cu .50X









Panel No. B-16 I
Summation x 10AE
1600 ,- , i i : .... -= :"
1400 - - Total count was
. 13,620 when the
S . .:. braze failedo
800 : I: 7 -,-
600
400
:i .. . NDT Destructive Test
7 . ---- --- -.. .'..
-7
0
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10 000)
Pressure - N/Me (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. 20.7 x 105 N/M2 177
(300 PSI)(300 ]PS!)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-08
BASEPLATE














PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel showed visible failure at
a pressure of 3.45 x 107 N/m.
L(0.125 in.) (5,000 psi). Nonbond separation
maj have occurred at a lower value.
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
J 304L • ''"Planned nonbond area
25.400 SS showing some braze
(1.25'00 mm* wetting of the OFHC(1.00 in.) Copper but no wett-
ing of the 304L SS.
OFHC Magnification 50X.
304L Section of the full6.350 mm. SS -bond next to the
(0.25 in.) planned nonbond. No







Summation x 10-1 A E.
1600
S-. ....
1400 Total count was1400 I .1,060 when the
Si . I i -:. : A panel fail.ed.
1200
800 : .
00 ---- -Destruct-e Test-
0
0 0 689 1378 2067 756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)A
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
... . ', 'i ! - -: P " :: ' -'-:: -7 : : - -- -
L1
Press. 34.5 x 105 N/M 2  179
(500 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-20
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL OFHC Copper
Weak Bond
TiICKNESS: . MM, INCHES
(.Q 6.3551 0.2502
0 6.4059 0.2522© 6.4414 0.2536
6.3525 0.2501
C OVERPLATE
MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel





L PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Braze failed at a pressure of
Lan Width - 3.1750 m. 3.24 x 107 N/m
. (4,700 psi).
S(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L Section from
SS0m planned weak




(0.50 in) OFHC 50X
304L Full braze bond












Summation x 10 AE
1600
S. i............ -- T I - -
10 . Total count was
1400 8'660 when the
" I . braze failed.
1200





200 -- - -' . ... .... .. ...
200
- .-.... ± - ... Ii.q--
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(8000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M 2 (PSI)




Press. 20. 7 x 105 N/M
(300 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-17
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL OFHC Copper
Weak Bond
THICKNESS: ' MM, INCHES
Q ) 6.6624 0.26230 6.6523 0.2619( 6.6777 0.2629
O1) 6.6015 0.2599
C OVERPLATE
MATERIAL: 304L Stainless Steel
0 0 THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
1 1.2243 0.0482
Panel 2 1.2243 0.0482
Failed i 0T il ir 3 11.2268 0.0483his Area
. ( 1.2243 0.0482
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Braze failed at a pressure of
2.83 x 1-07 N/m2 (4,100 psi).
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L Section from
25.400 mm planned weak
25.400 maim. bond showing(1.00 in.) '.(10 .00 intermittent
is- CW braze bonding
wi dh.F H. to produce the
O Cu i equired defect,
. dbut no separation is evident from destructive
(125.00 inmm. test. Magnificatio 50X.
30L Section from
Flaw width SS - planned full
is - land bond area next




Cu braze wetting occurred. Although the bond held






Summation x 10 AE
1600 --
:- . I : : : • ". : ' i :. ": " !!
1400 Total count was




S600 . . .--
NDT .. Destructive Test:
.:......-.... ... - 1
0
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x 104
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(00) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
press. 20.7 x 105 N/M 2  183
(300 PSI)
400~ ~  ~ ~ ~~~~~~~-- :-F- - : : ', -::.-:F - --: :  '  '...
FL::::::: .OC : . -• "-" '-
...... C N T E L .. . .; I I .. -... .. . - '. ..t... ; . . .. . .I. .. .
---:-:--- . . . , .. - - : -2 - -:2 :- -L -:.- .: -- . . .!: . - -. . . -:-:- -. . ' ._.- . :
2 0 . ... . .1. .. . . , .. - . . ., .. . . ... .
• -:f i ' ' .i i. ! .! i: i .. .. ... : ! .'. - ,
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-09
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Second Flaw Area MATERIAL OFHC CopperNnbond
THICKNESS: - MM, INCHES
Panel This ulged 1 6.6116 0.2603in This Area
S 6.5481 0.2578
() 6.5430 0.2576O 6.6015 0.2599
COVERPLATE





PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Defect separation was not visible
until adjacent braze bond failed
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. at 3.38 x 107 N/m? (4,900 psi).
(o.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
304L' Full bond area
SS showing failure
















Panel No. B-9 I
-1
Summation x 101 AE





1000 I ... ...
800 I




8 -..........- . ------
200
.. 7 ...7. .
....NDT (Before AE) AE UT - :
CENTER LAND I.NNOW
--: ........ ..... - --+-  ... --o--------- -- - -- --T-- --- ---+ . . -- -- ----- T --- ,-- q' T T- -q+.
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (40 00) (50) (6000) (7000)(8 000) (9000)(1 000)
v2
ess - 5Pressure N/M (PS)
HND T (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
V .. ..... ... ..
press.-10.35x 10 N/M. 185
- . ! + . . . - . , :" _: . : . , - . - . * . :
_ _:Z ."+ K l. +. - . . ' ... . .- - .. ... . . .. . ..- - . .. . . . . -. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
.. . . .. . . . .. . . . .t . . . . .. e ... -- . . . . . . ..; -t - + • , . ._ : +
.. .. , . .. . . . , . .
. . . . . . .
. ...t. . . ..i. . . . . . .. + -
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-06
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Full Bond
TiICKNESS: MM* INCHES





MATERIAL: 347 Stainless Steel




, 2. 3419 O. 0922
PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Panel failed at a pressure of
5.11 x 107 N/me (7,400 psi).
Land Width - 3.1750 mm.
-(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSISs
347 Section of planned
SS . full bond from an
area of no failure.
Magnification 50X.
Cu k-1 "*i A '
No
Defect 347 Area of planned










Summation x 10- AE
1600 F
T::otal count was
1400 .--- ----. 6,390 when the
braze failed.
1200 .... .
, ".. . ..I I • :








.. . - i :
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(I000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure - N/M2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
res. 20.7 x 10 N/M 
---------
(300 PSI)
H N D T 'B r A E .... .. . .. r . .[ .. .... r..... .. .". . . ... ... ... . .. . " " . ..
: .~~LA "! L"" ;; . . . " . . .. .L ... ... .. ' . .
-.. :C E T E -. .. .: . ]. . . . . - . - • "' L
40 -- . . . . .... .- . ...... .. ... .]- -+ -- - .. . .. . --
p e 2 . .... . ;0 . . . . , ' I ..1 : ' '- " '.. . . .
... ... . .! " " - . . . . .l . I. . . . . - . . .
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-19
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Weak Bond ITlL.Ti' VMV 0 C C H ,





MATERIAL: 347 Stainless Steel





PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Not pressurized due to large
unplanned nonbond area caused
Lan Width - 3.1750 mm. by coverplate warpage.(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
Not performed. Panel could not









Summation x 10 AE
1600 . .









600 .. ... ...... L .. ' -. ... .. ..
200
I .i.. i i .... 7. . : "-
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x10












BRAZED PANEL NO. B-15
BASEPLATE
Task IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIAL: OFHC Copper
ness - Weak Bond






MATERIAL: 347 Stainless Steel
o 0 THICKNESS: MM. INCHES
Panel 1 2.3444 0.0923
- Failed in 2 2.3444 0.0923
/Phis Area h r 3 2.3444 0.0923
2.3444 0.0923
n PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Braze failed at a pressure of
4.14 x 107 N/m? (6,000 psi).
Land Width 3.1750 mm,
(0.125 in.)
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
347 ., Section of planned
SS weakbond which was
25.400 mm, actually a nonbond
(1.00 in.) due to deficiency
of braze alloy in
the "weak bond"
12.700 mm. ' ' . area. Magnification
(0.50 in.i oFHC' Wt 50O.
347 View of planned
SS . "fu].l bond located
iadjacent to the
planned weak bond.








1600 - - ' :
, Total count was
1400 :-: -- :-- -- ------- 2,460 when the
I panel fail.ed
1200 - . . .............i.:: .- .: . ; . I I:- - .-: : ' .1 . ..... : -- .




400 - ' - ... i
: --. ' 7 : .. . ":
200
0 I
0 689 1378 2067 2756 3445 4134 4823 5512 6201 6890 x104
0 (1000) (2000) (3000) (4000) (5000) (6000) (7000)(000) (9000)(10, 000)
Pressure -N/M 2 (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
Press. 20.7 x 10 N/M 19
. ..- .(300 PSI)
BRAZED PANEL NO. B-11
BASEPLATE
ask IV - Coverplate Thick- MATERIALs OFHC Copper
ness - Nonbond
THICKNESS: MM, INCHES
Panel Bulged 67716 .2666
in Manifold 6.7716 0.2666




MATERIAL: 347 Stainless Steel




( U 2.3419 0.0922
O PRESSURE REQUIRED TO FAIL BOND:
Bulging occurred at approximate.ly
4.83 x 107 N/m2 (7,000 psi); he
Land Width - 3.1750 mm. braze failed at 6.90 x 107N/m.
(0.125 in.) (10,000 psi).
CENTER LAND DEFECT METALLOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS:
--- .347 Full bond failure
SSS at top manifold
25.400 mm. end of land.
(1.00 in.) Magnification 50X.
OFHC
Cu
12.700 m . 47 r Full bond showing
(0.50 in-.) ss no failure after




No braze wetting is
evident in defect.
O!HC Note yielding of





Summation x 10-1 A E
1 6 0 0  i ..
1400 T. . otal count was
.. 7,0040 when the
.... ... .. braze failed'
1200 -




Pressure - N/M (PSI)
HNDT (Before AE) AE UT
FLAW LOCATOR
CENTER LAND
press. 20. 7 x 105 N/M 2  193
(300 PSI)
r-:. . . r-:.:O :- i . :. . q-- N -'-!:¢7i
0 7:77 !: 68: 1 75:: 206 :>q-!: --:r{ 5-.} =:--.T 5 !-:-] 482I :q i5-:- i 0 :::: ,.-: I :- .,f-: ,__-
-- 2 0 1 00 ..--_-rr.-- i--: ,..---,-.--:r.. (4 00 ...... (6 00 .. ........... "-=0) 10 .- --- -. 0=- - - - . .- - ,-v -.. ,.. t-" -
." ~ ~ ~ P e s r ...... I" ":' . .. . :".I ;lL'::"''' "I ' "' . . :'-.
..'., :B r . ... . E .. .I . ; . . :'- ' . .. . .. .[ , , : . .- ..: .. .... I. ..i. . ...
---: ~~LA .... -- --- -4 - ... - - R--- -- .... ,... =...t... ;:
( - : .... E :A N .. .. ; .. ... .. . .71":r . ... ,''r ' " ;": ".. .-- 7= .".: 77V .. '!-
NDT (Befor AEI)AET
